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Editorial 

There is a force in the world about which too little is known, 
but the power inherent in this force can be observed on every 
hand. This force manifests itself in many ways; as compas
sion for a fellow man, as charity for the less fortunate, as a 
hope for a better future and a willingness to sacrifice toward 
that end, as faith in the inherent goodness of man, as the ef
fort to achieve true friendship one man for another, as a be
lief in the oneness of man and God and as a persistance to 
achieve the ultimate goal of life. The recognition of this force 
in all its glory is the faith and courage of a man. It carries 
man against the tide of adversity in his quest for knowledge. 

Man must know the ultimate goal of life before he can fin
ally accomplish that goal and receive the reward of complete 
accomplishment. 

The knowledge that has been accumulated in man's prog
ress to the present day allows man to set up some very solid 
intermediate goals. It stands without argument that the ac
complishment of the goals of Dianetics as presently stated will 
certainly progress mankind toward its ultimate goal and that 
the development of the knowledge revealed by the Science 01' 
Dianetics will lead man closer to a comprehension of his ulti
mate goal. 

Each man in his own way, to a greater or lesser degree, is 
continually striving to reveal to his fellow men a little more 
of the knowledge that must be found for the complete achieve
ment of the utimate goal. 
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For a hundred years past man has made progress in his 
quest for knowledge at a greatly accelerated rate in every 
category except that of his own mind. It was as if there ex
isted a log jamb in this one channel of knowledge that kept 
the flow of this knowledge from keeping up with all the others. 

It was L. Ron Hubbard who discovered the key log that 
was holding the log jamb in place. But to discover this key 
log waS' not enough. Others before Ron had undoubtedly sus
pected the identity of this log. It also had to be dislodged so 
that all of the logs in this channel could continue an orderly 
progress. Ron, with his great talents, did devise the method 
of finally dislodging this log and now we are faced with the 
terrific task of bringing a semblence of order to this sphere 
of knowledge. 

It is now time for us to recognize that our goals are not 
hollow ones, that we can assist mankind in taking another 
step toward a world that is free of war, without crime and 
completely sane. The satisfaction of accomplishment, the feel
ing of being that will come to those who see this vision and as
sist in making it reality cannot be described; only experienced. 

Let each of us realize that the little that is known is in 
small proportion to the lot that can now be known, and dedi
cate himself to strive for a condition of complete cooperation 
and understanding with every other one who is striving for 
the same goal. Let each of us strive to make the greatest 
personal contribution of which he is capable, in application, 
in study and in research. Let each of us have a completely 
open mind, free of prejudice and preconceived ideas; then we 
will be trudging down the middle of that road that leads to 
a better world. 

D. G. P. 
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An Afternoon With Ron 

On the Monday following the December Confer
ence lectures a group of Foundation Affiliates and 
a few others met at Ron's home for an informal dis
cussion on auditing techniques. Having just at
tended his five lectures covering the latest theories, 
everyone was eager to have Mr. Hubbard demon
strate his skill in their practical use. 

After about a half-hour of discussion one mem
ber of the group asked a question concerning the 
chronic somatic of wearing glasses, about how quick
ly physical adjustment is encountered following 
processing, and to what degree. We pick up the 
conversation of the group at this point and proceed, 
presenting everyone's comments verbatim. Mr. Hub
bard's remarks are italicized. 

"If you have hit the 'real cause of having to wea'r glasses 
dead center, the change is instantaneous. If you are merely 
unbuTdening the problems of the pre-clear, his eyesight wilL 
get better gmdually, up to a point. At that point any furtheT 
improvement is dependent upon hitting the central computa
tions on glasses. This obtains by running regret, blame, sym
pathy, etc." 

"I would like to remark on a funny thing that happened to 
me once. A year ago I wore two pairs of glasses, one for 
every day and one for reading. This got to be quite routine, 
and one day I changed glasses to read something someone 
handed me. I read the paper through and suddenly realized 
that I had actually put on the day-glasses to do the reading. I 
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immediately put them back on, tried to read the paper again 
and couldn't." 

"Tell me this: Who's dead?" 

"In my family there was only my father who had glasses. 
He's dead, yes." 

"How did you cn-use his death?" 

"I wouldn't say I caused his death-I contributed to his 
death .... that is, in a way." 

"Well, how didn't you cause his death? 

"I didn't contribute to his death. " 
"Either way?" 

"Maybe I might have contributed in one way . . " 

"How?" 

"He didn't like me. When I was crying around the house 
he used to get disturbed. It's a long story." 

"How old were you?" 

"They adopted me. My parents were disappointed because 
I wasn't a girl. And he didn't want me around. I disturbed 
him and the more disturbance I caused . . ." 

"Do you remember thinking this just after his death?" 

"Ah ... I did think so." 

"Who said so?" 

"I forget now." 

"Did anybody tell you?" 

"I wouldn't think so. Because he died when I was away 
from home." 

"W ould there have been any possible way for you to have 
kept him alive?" 

"I thought of that." 

"How could you have kept him alive?" 
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"Ah ... by financial support." 

"You didn't give it to him?" 

"No." 

"Do you remember regretting this?" 

"Yes." 

"You contributed then. .?" 

"In a sense. That is a computation." 

"Do you remember an early period in your life when you 
wanted to contribute?" 

"I do, but rather vaguely, when I was a boy of six. He 
made me work to contribute." 

"Were you forced to contribute?" 

"Yes." 

"Did you want to contribute?" 

"No." 

"Did you want to befor'e that?" 

"I'm sorry, I didn't hear . . ." 

"Did you want to contribute before you were six? Do you 
Temember anything about that?" 

"I don't understand." 

"Were you made to do something that earlie1" you wanted 
to do?" 

"Well " 
"Do you remember where you were when you regretted 

the contribution of financial support?" 

"Yes, very distinctly. I was eight and a half years of age, 
and I earned some money; he took the money away and bought 
me a pair of shoes, one of the first pair of shoes I had. I was 
glad to have the shoes, but I didn't think it was justified to 
take my money away." 
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"Do you have a visio on that?" 

"Yes !" 

"The one visio that seems important to you-just get a feel
ing of regret on it." 

"I see the shoes. They were nice shoes, and the name on 
them was Salamander." 

"Just run a little 'regret off that now." 

"I wasn't emotional about it." 

"Can you run the feeling of blame concerning the shoes?" 

(Silence) 

"Let's run a little more regret." 

"The feeling of regret is a sensation of my own problems. 
A family problem. Regret I can feel." 

"What's another visio you've got there, other than the feel
ing about shoes?" 

"Other than the shoes?" 

"Yes." 

"Oh . . . . I stole something, and father beat me pretty 
badly ... " 

"Do yo'u have a feeling of regret on that?" 

"Yes." 

"Do you have a feeling of blame on it?" 

"Yes, because my mother was punished for it too. He 
shouldn't have done that." (Strong emotion very much in 
evidence-then forced laughter). "I don't want to put on an 
exhibition here." 

"But you asked me to audit you." 

"Oh, I appreciate that, too. All right." 

"Feel the emotion of regret on that incident." 

(Deep sigh) 
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"Did you succeed or fail in your effort to help your moth
er?" 

"Neither. 1 would say 1 didn't succeed, and 1 didn't fail." 

"Do you get the feeling of being thwarted in your effort to 
help her?" 

"I don't quite . . ." 

"Do you get the feeUng of being thwarted in your effort 
to help?" 

"Sorry, 1 don't understand this word." 

"What's the effort to hold you in place when you try to get 
up to help her?" 

"The effort is hate; in other words, the inability of the, 
position I'm in. He puts his knees on me, hits me and he 
pushes my face in the dirt." 

"How do your eyes feel at that moment?" 

"They feel closed and red, and 1 scream. 1 am crying, and 
they hurt." 

"Do you get your effort to repel those blows?" 

"Yes, 1 do." 

"All right. Feel the effort again; your effort to get out of 
the dust." 

"I rise up but he holds me down too tight. 1 scream and 
then my mother comes, and with her help 1 am able to push 
myself up and get away." 

"What emotion are you feeling at. that moment?" 

"Emotion of relief in a sense, like escaping an enclosure." 

"Can you scan straight through this incident from the first 
moment that he challenges you, right straight on to the end 
of it?" 

• 
"Yes." 

"All right. Do so." 

"Shall 1 vocalize it?" 
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"No, just scan it th1·ough." 

(Deep sigh, muscular movements of shoulders, shudders). 
"I'm through it." 

"All right. Let's pick it up fr0111, the fir·st 111,0111,ent he 
touches you there and get your feelings of repulsion and dis
gust and effort to help, etc. 

(Long silence) 

"Can you get a visio there of your l1wther in the house ?'. 

"Yes." 

"Fine. Any regret on that? Run the e111,otion of regret 
as you watch." 

"I have had a lot of emotion on it. A lot of grief." 

"Have you run the grief out already?" 

"Yes." 

"All right. Can you get the feeling of trying to stop 111,oth
er's feeling of grief?" 

"Stop her crying?" 

"Yes." 

"I did tell her not to cry. I went over to her and said, 
'Mama, don't cry,' and I cried too." 

"Do you get a feeling of not really being able to help her 
there?" 

"Yes, a feeling of helplessness." 

"All right. Can you run that on the incident?" 

"Yes. It's a mutual helplessness." (Speaks very softly, 
throat constricted, tears flowing freely.) 

"Who are you bla111,ing in that incident?" 

"Myself." 

"How did you cause this?" 

"I stole, she got punished. He beat us." 
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"Now can you find just before that your effort to stop him, 
to push him away?" 

"N 0." 

"What effort did you make to get up and stop him?" 

"I tried with my hands, of course." (Long interval of sil
ence, PC's shoulders heaving, deep emotion in evidence). "I 
felt much stronger. I push myself loose and I get away and 
he calls curses after me." 

Get your effort along that line." 

(Sigh) "All right." (Voice apathetic, although not deep 
apathy.) 

"Now how far are you carrying it through?" 

"Through to the point where he left." 

"Let's pick it up at the first moment you are apprehended 
about the theft, and scan the e'motion on it straight on through 
to the end." 

(Silence for a few moments, then sighs) "I feel a tense-
ness on my spine . . . tenseness . . ." 

"Scan the emotion." 

(Deep sigh, immediately) "I'm through now." 

"TMough to the end of it?" 

"Uh huh." 

"Okay. Let's pick it up at the beginning again, and scan 
the emotion straight Or/! through, with all its variations." 

"I remember now that I was out of valence-I saw myself." 
(Long silence, then deep sigh) "All right." 

"Let's contact the beginning now. I think you'll find a lit
tle more variation of emotion in there this time than you've 
been running. All right, again." 

(Immediate deep sigh, silence, voluable crying for a few 
moments, short stretch of coughing, many tears) "All right." 

"Let's contact it at the beginning again. There's probably 
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even a little more variation in the emotion, in there, through 
the incident. Let's scan it again." 

. (Grief less in evidence, blows nose, sighs deeply, finally 
speaks with throat choked with grief: "Most emotion is on 
my mother. I have my mother's strong emotion." (Deep sobs, 
changing to sighs) "That's the end now." 

"All right. Let's scan through from the beginning to the 
end of it again. There's still a little m01'e emotion there. Let's 
contact it. Straight through to the end. This time contact 
your thought stream." 

"Another incident comes up with a similar situation " 

"J'ust roll this one." 

"He hits me ... I'd like to kill him. I want to bite him, 
kick him; I did scratch him." (Few moments of deep sighing, 
heavy breathing.) "I felt his hate." 

"Tell me when you reach the end of it." 

"Yes, I'm at the end." 

"All right. Let's contact the first moment of it and get 
your thoughts, or statements. You don't need to verbalize 
these as you swing through, still running the emotion." 

"Pain down in here. . ." (Indicates stomach, solar plexus. 
Emotion not so deep as formerly. Light sighing.) "There's 
a lot of fear here." 

"See if you can contact it." 

"My arm in this position presses into me." (Indicates arm 
folded beneath his body. Very deep, shuddering sigh.) "All 
right." 

"Ok. Did you get any of your thoughts?" 

"Yes." 

"Contact the beginning of it and scan through it, and pay 
particular attention to your thoughts. What are the fears 
there?" 

"Fear he might kill me." 
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"Yes, continue." 

(Deep sigh, says "All right," as breath expires.) 

"Let's contact the first moment of it again. You'll probabl?J 
find earlier thoughts than you . .. " 

"Yes, I have many thoughts on it." 

"All right, contact those and go right on through the inci
dent again. There maya little more emotion that yO?), can 
contact again." 

(Sighs, quiet, little display of grief) "Uh huh." 

"All1-ight. Let's scan it again." 

(Blows nose. Emotion light, little display, Sighs) "All 
right." 

"Okay. Let's contact it once more through the line." 

(Few silent moments, short sigh) "All right." 

"Let's contact it once more." 

(Few moment silence, again short sigh) "All right." 

"Once again." 

(Very short time, few seconds, indicates finished with in-
cident.) . 

"All right, once more." 

"I don't have any more emotion on it." 

"What particular thought in there is related to your eyes?" 

"A burning sensation." 

"Yes, but what is your thought related to that burning 
sensation?" 

"It hurts." 

"Did you comment to yourself in the incident?" 

"Uh huh. Because the tears burn." 

"Let's sweep past that thought." 
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"I had to be taken to a doctor. He used to give me eye drops, 
My mother took me to him." 

"Was he sympathetic?" 

"Yes." 

"All right, once more. Let's run past that postulate ym£ 
made about your eyes in the incident." 

"The ground is dirt, loose dirt; there was no floor; and he 
pushes my head down and the dirt gets in my eyes." (Short 
silence follows). 

"All right." 

"Then I rub it-it hurts." 

"Do you get your emotion there as that';; occurring?" 

"Yes." 

"Let's run your emotion on through." 

(Short period of silence, deep sigh) "I'm through it." 

"Let's run it again." 

(Sobs again, blows nose. Indicates by gesture at end of in
cident.) 

"Let's run it again." 

(PC laughs heartily) "Do you want to know why I laugh?" 
"vVhy?" 

"From what you said about eyes I started to think right 
away of my eyes and it brought me up to this point, present' 
time, to when we started. I'm laughing about how I didn't 
ask for it." (Laughs again, then quiets down, silence, speaks 
again) : "It's light now." 

"Let's run through that part about eyes again." 

(Coughs, shows some emotion) "What I said about eyes 
comes through again. A half-dozen incidents about eyes 
comes through; when I went to a doctor, and he said I was 
short-sighted and must wear glasses, and I didn't want to 
wear glasses. I bought glasses and then didn't wear them. 
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And then later a friend said 'you're crazy! You ought to 
wear glasses-you'll ruin your eyes!' He somewhat persuad
ed me against my better judgment, and from then on I have 
had to wear glasses. He told me to wear them all the time, 
and I wear them all the time. All of this came up." 

"Let's scan through the emotion on that whole incident 
again." 

"Y ou mean the first incident?" 

"On that incident 'we have been running. Scan the emo
tion straight through." 

(Sigh of boredom) 

"All right, let's run is again and see if there is a little more 
emotion there somewhere that we have not yet contacted." 

"There is a heaviness. (Short silence) I'm very much in 
present time. As long as it's purely a demonstration, how 
would it be if you would finish the session?" 

"How about scanning it one more time?" 

"I have a feeling of resisting." 

"Who are you resisting?" 

"I am resisting myself, of course. And for a reason." 

"Who are you blaming in that incident?" 

"A . . . that's . . ." 

"Let's talk about that incident. Run the emotion of blame 
straight through that incident." 

(Sighs) "Of course, I blame my father for everything." 

"Let's run the emotion of blame again, straight through 
that incident." 

(Shifts uncomfortably) 

"Something more show up?" 

"It shifted, from the pressure in my spinal cord to-in here, 
on this side." (Indicates shoulder). 
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"Let's run the emotion of blame straight through that in
cident again." 

(Short silence, deep sigh) "Okay." 

"Let's try it once more, this time get the postulates-your 
thoughts of blame, as you go through it." 

"There's a whole chain of it (Expresses exasperation) in 
relation to the question; fear, regret and all other sorts of 
associations." 

"Let's get the blame off just that one incident now, just 
that one. Roll it straight through." 

"All right." (Long period of silence) "In all fairness, I'm 
resisting, and I feel that I am resisting." 

"Now; just let me ask you this question: Who are you blam
ing there?" 

"I'm blaming my father." 

"All right; has any of this blame slopped over into present 
time?" 

"Yes." 

"Are you blamirng your auditor a little bit because he is 
keeping you going on this?" 

"No." 

"Who are you blaming in present time on this same emo
tion?" 

"I wouldn't call it blame. I'd rather call it an awareness 
of having my analytical a.wareness in the incident here; I 
somehow keep on a given level and not let go completely, be
cause if I let go completely I will cry a. lot." 

"Get your postulate in that incident that you're 'sure not 
going to show him.' " 

"I never wanted to show him I would cry." (Hearty laugh
ter) "I didn't want to show him that he wins." (More laugh
ter) "That's right." 

"What do you want to do with this incident now?" 
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"I would like to have it run again. I'm an auditor myself." 

"Do you think there is very much grief left on it?" 

"N 0, hut still I feel it a little hit." 

"Sweep past the por·tion of it where you feel it in there." 

(Laughter, deep sigh) 

"Find it?" 

"Uh huh." 

"What postulate is it?" 

"It's actually, in a sense, a visio of a channel of grief relat
ed to similar incidents .. " 

"Another incident there?" 

"Yes, a whole . . ." 

"Is there a tie-in in that incident when you think that this 
is going to keep on going, or it's always this way, or a feeling 
of despair about it?" 

"No." 

"Is there a feeling the1"e that this is like many other times ?,.' 

"Yes." 

"All right. Let's run that feeling in this incident." 

(Silence, deep sigh) "I'm through it." 

"Got it?" 

"Yes." 

"Let's sweep through that a couple more times." 

"As much as I tryon this particular incident, they pop up. 
I try not to, hut . . ." 

"What's the atmosphere of present time?" 

"Awareness." 

"AWa1"eneSS of what? What is the counteT-emotion of pres
ent time?" 
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"To resist." 

"The counter-ernotion of pr'esent tirne." 

"The people in the room are having a counter-emotion." 

"Do you feel that?" 

"Yes." 

"All right. L et's feel it in your shoulders." 

"It has a little pressure, an effected pressure." 

"Let's feel it in your back." 

"Yes . . ." 

"Let's feel it in your knees." 

"They're getting cold." (Laughter). 

"Let's feel it in your chest." 

(No response) 

"Is this atrnosphere here [1'iendly; unf1'iendly? H 0 tv would 
you classify it?" 

"A little too friendly." 

"Can you feel that?" 

"Yes, I feel sympathy, sort of." (Laughter). 

"How does it feel?" 

"I don't like it." 

"H ow does it feel to your eyes?" 

"My eyes are a little watery." 

"How does this atrnosphere feel to your eyes?" 

"I wouldn't say I have a specific feeling." 

"How does it feel to your nose?" 

"My nose feels clear; I had a cold." 

"How does the chair feel under you?" 

"Okay." 
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"F eel the chair- under- you?" 

"Uh huh." 

"All right. What's the atmosphere of the room, now? How 
,does it feel to your- eyes, or- to your- eyelids as they ar-e closed?" 

."A feeling that everybody's eyes are directed towards me." 

"H ow does it feel to your- shoulder-s?" 

"N ot bad." 

"Your- elbows?" 

"There's a little-I don't know what to attribute it to-a 
little tenseness, a little rigidity, I would say." 

"Is that tenseness in the 1"00m her-e?" 

"No." 

"How does the r-oom her-e feel to you?" 

"I feel a little ... a little ... embarrassed ... " (Laugh
ter). 

"All r-ight. Let's call that the end of the demonstmtion." 

"Thank you very much." (Opens eyes, sits up, reaches for 
glasses, puts them on, takes them off and wipes them, puts 
them on again.) 

"Do you mind if I discuss with the group what we wer-e 
doing and the reasons for- it?" 

"Not at all! In fact, if any questions are in the mind of 
anyone present, I'd be very happy to answer them ... " 

(Hubbard now speaks to entire group. No indication will 
be made as to the identity of the individual asking any parti
cular question. Hubbard's remarks continue to be italicized.) 

"You notice that the computation came up immediately 
'when we scanned a little r-egr-et and blame. Did you see how 
it w01'ks? 

"Next step 'Was to t'ry to find out something about a life
continuum in oper-ation. This indicates the pr'esence of per-
sonnel. Then we sought for- a little r-egr-et on the individual 
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concerned, worked with that for a moment, and suddenly the 
pre-clear dropped right into an incident, obviously the 'stuck' 
incident. Instead of running the effort out of this incident 
we began by running the emotions therein, one right after 
another. After working like this for a short time-for de
monstration purposes not as long as I would have run it in a 
7'egular session-one knew immediately the postulates were 
beginning to fall out of the emotion. The postulates having 
begun to show up, we began to run them. Running the pos
tulates brought the pre-clear into a little closer contact with 
the incident, and suddenly some more emotion showed up. 
So we ran emotion and more postulates appeared. Suddenly 
we are confronted with all sorts of material, indicating with 
certainty that there must be an 'endure' in action. 'Endure' 
gives the feeling that an incident will go on for a long, long 
time. The continued unwillingness to express emotion de
finitely demonstrated a postulate suppressing that emotion. 

"Remember old-time repeater technique! In those days 
when the pre-clear said, 'Well, I feel too hot,' the auditor fired 
back, 'Well, run "too hot.'" You've all worked repeater that 
way. We have a repeater technique in Postulate Processing 
which is not a harmful technique. There is a postulate pres
ent in every incident describing what the individual believes 
is wrong. If he says, 'I can't show emotion,' there's a pos
tulate that suppresses emotion. If he says he feels too tall, 
there's a postulate there that makes him feel too tall. This, 
however, can be overdone when used as a method of process
ing. Don't wish off on your pre-clear a flock of postulates 
that he doesn't know are there. 

"Running the incident will eventually cause that postulate 
to com,eup, and it's much better just to let it come up than 
to f01'ce it. But if your pre-clear is having a rough time of it 
and you decide that you'd like to remove a particularly both
ersome postulate, just ask if there is such a postulate there. 
He will either observe that he is to some degree dramatizing 
and will look for it hurriedly, or he will not recognize that he 
is dramatizing. If you find that it is necessary to feed pos
tulates on a suggestive basis, it is because the incident is sog
gy with emotion. This, then, is your monitor: How much 
emotion is present? 
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"Any of t.he central computation incidents will furnish al
most unbearable pressure, as you will readily agree. It would 
be difficult not to emote on such an incident. There were two 
Lhoices of procedure if that incident had hung-up in any way 
-recall that he constantly mentioned alternate incidents
we could have run those variations or we could have picked 
up all the sympathy from the doctor. Sympathy affords a 
slight value to the continued wearing of glasses; and from 
this deduction we might have gone out on this track wherein 
the sympathy given by 'various doctors would be run. 

"It would have been possible to complete the running of the 
entire incident without any discussion whatsoever of life-con
tinuum, by running the emotional curve. When a pre-clear 
is asked to run the emotional curve, he will almost invariably 
present several incidents of various kinds, and eventually 
hand you the central computation. The running of the emo
tional curve will take the pre-clea1' quickly to the central com
putation. 

"This particular incident, the beo,ting, was preceded by the 
overt act, which, failing, became sympathy. The overt act in 
'which he tried to protect his mother was picked up, but there 
is a more precise and central incident available in which he 
will be found to be protecting his mother, or trying to protect 
her and failing. Against whom was the earliest overt incident 
directed ?" 

"Mamma!" 

"That's right. The pre-clear did something against mamma 
at a very early age, and now has to defend mamma. He weak
ened a portion of the interdependency of life by the overt act 
against mamma, and therefore takes it upon himself to as
sume the responsibility to defend that portion from then on. 
The grief and sympathy is a product of the earliest overt act 
against mamma. Doctors, sympathizing with the pre-clear's 
eyes, restimulated his feeling toward his mother. Each time 
they gave ,him sympathy they turned on the original overt 
act and depressed him down the tone scale. Sympathy re
echoes the original overt act against some portion of the dy
namics. 
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"The effort the pre-clear made to defend mamma tipped us 
off immediately that mamma had been offended against, 
overtly and with full self -determinism. He didn't necessarily 
cmve the sympathy from the doctors, {JUt he accepted it, keep
ing the overt incident keyed-in. 

"This, then, is the viciousness of sym,pathy : because one 
'sins' against one of the dynamics, ever aftenuard, through 
the key-in of sympathy, one is forced to defend that dynamic 
against all enemies, 'teal or fancied ." 

"What kind of an act could one commit which would be 
against all mankind?" 

"I don't know, off hand. What kind of an act do you think 
it would be?" 

"I suppose, to separate oneself from mankind ." 

"Yes, how would one do this?" 

"Since I'm not computing out of my own case, I can't an
swer." 

"All right. The pre-clear will tell you. You as the auditor 
':;on't even have to know . You have only to start running reo 
gret, blame and sympathy and the pre-clear will hand you the 
central computation. I f he's so sympathetic he has to protect 
all mankind, he's offended against everyone of the dynamics . 

"How would one offend against all dynamics?" 

"One of the ways would be to offend against one's own form 
and shape. An individual who may make himself weak or ridi
culous somehow or other computes that he caused a man harm 
and therefore has made all men appear weak or ridiculous. 
Each person is a representative, an ambassador of a race, 
and when one makes a confounded fool out of oneself, he, to 
some degree, offends against the entire race." 

"It could go from dynamic one to eight to four, couldn't it?" 

"Any number of combinations. Everyone has his own idea 
of what this cornbination is. The auditor' has the 'fortune 
telling cards' which invariably furnishes him with the correct 
computation. 
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"Let's run over the steps again: There is basically an overt 
act against one dynamic, followed by a later effort which 
fails and is, of course, followed by sympathy. Then there is 
a later effort to defend that dynamic against any offender, 
which is essentially defending the world against oneself. Look 
jor a time when failure occurred on that defense. Therein 
will be the computation. There will be several of these on 
each case." 

"This might be a very profitable cycle to run just by itself." 

"It is." 

"With this method of computation in mind, what makes an 
atheist?" 

"For an atheist God does not exist, or he unreasonably hates 
God." 

"Why should one hate God?" 

"You have the formula. First there is an overt act. There 
is offense against something and sympathy for it thereafter; 
that's the first step. Later the atheist is simply defending 
against other offenders this entity which he once offended. 
Ask, 'Who is this person sympathetic toward? What is this 
person sympathetic toward? How did God offend against 
this entity?' Go early enough and you will discover that the 
pre-clear thought God offended this person. Processing with 
these steps solidly in mind, incidents can be disconnected, and 
you get the computation on the case. 

"I have a question. When you locate the original incident 
in which the 'pre-clear commits the overt act, how do you 
work with it?" 

"With the emotional curve. Run the offense as another' 
incident. At first the person will not care too greatly about 
it; then suddenly he will put forth an effort to force some
thing through. His tone will degenerate into anger, then go 
on down the tone scale because the person fails the moment 
the other dynamic fails. In the incident his anger only hurt 
the other dynamic. What he had wanted to accomplish by his 
overt act was action and what he succeeded in accomplishing 
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~vas inaction. So he has a failure on his hands and goes into 
sympathy." 

"You just use the scanning technique, then, to get off the 
grief. Is that correct?" 

"Yes, that's correct. Don't bother to verbalize-it takes 
too much time. Notice how fast our pre-clear was rolling 
through the stuff today. How long would that take under the 
old standard line of running. True, he still has grief on that 
particular line, but not necessarily on the one incident. We 
could unburden it now by continuing to run similar incidents, 
picking up sympathy and regret, or by trying to find the overt 
act against mamma. It 'Wouldn't take long to blow it. 

"Somebody recently said to me, 'I can spend hours just 
running one grief cha1"ge.' If you spend hours running (1; 

grief charge, this grief is not prepared to blo'W. There's just 
too much of it. You can scan through it for thought; thought 
is relatively instantaneous." 

"Ron, for the benefit of the group, while I was being run, 
I had a concept of a tube, a round tube. Grief seemed to be 
coming from a whole line of incidents through that one tube, 
or incident. I felt I could cry for all the incidents just in this 
one alone." 

"That's correct; there is only one emotional curve." 

"It tends to drain off where you tap it then." 

"That's right. Let's work out some computations using 
this auditing technique. A fellow is very protective of his 
little brother; he hates his grandmother. All right, what 
happened?" 

"Grandmother made him come in for meals at a certain 
hour." 

"What's the whole picture, the whole curve?" 

"Well, he hated little brother at first, then he sympathized 
with him." 

"H e hated him and then what did he do?" 

"He hurt him." 
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"And then what did he feel?" 

"Regret, sympathy, remorse, shame." 

"Go ahead." 

"Somebody tried to hurt little brother and he tried to pro
tect little brother. This effort failed." 

"Who was the pe'rson who tried to hurt little brother?" 

"Grandmother." 

"That's right. Who's the villain of the piece?" 

"He is." 

"Who has he elected to be the villain?" 

"Grandmother." 

"All right. Now try this one: A girl feels very sympathetic 
toward animals and hates men." 

"It has something to do with men in her life." 

"Men in her life?" 

"She has harmed an animal, then identified that animal 
with all animals." 

"Forget what she has identified; what has she done?" 

"She felt sympathetic for the animal." 

"She doesn't identify it; she'll only feel sympathetic toward 
one kind of animal in each incident." 

"She is trying to protect the animal from some man." 

"The girl loves animals; she hates men. She thinks animals 
are too darling, and people are cruel to them. All right, what's 
happened?" 

"Well, first she has harmed an animal, then felt sympathy 
and tried to protect the animal, failed, then she . . ." 

"Right! You see, it's a specific dmma that is played over 
and over." 

"Mr. Hubbard, I would like to know how hate comes off a 
case. By pounding, beating the cot, etc.?" 
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Not necessarily. Sometimes it does become 1"ather violent. 
It isn't necessary to get the pre-clear to articulate every 
1Jhrase; the phrases aren't important." 

"Ron, you emphasized here that phrases are not impor

tant. I have found in many cases that a phrase leads into 
,grief." 

"You're forcing a person into a secondary. There is no 
doubt that this phenomena exists . But do you recall when I 
said that you want to get this pre-clear up the tone scale 
past the counter-effort band? The fastest way to speed him 
to the top is the best way. Validating language as aberrative 
will slow his time en route . 

"There seems to be some relation between emotion, the abil
ity of the person to handle counter-efforts and the type of 
phenomena evidenced. Hanging onto 'maybes' slows prog
ress also, and should be watched. Theoretically, you should 
be able to make a p'l"e-clear a fortified man between the time 
he leaves home in the 11wr"ning and returns at night. Environ
mental restimulation in home or work is relatively ineffective 
now. 

"But shall we cover these factors once more? The auditor 
finds the individual is sympathetic towards some portion of 
the dynamics and is antagonistic toward another portion. 
There is a sympathy line and an antagonistic line . Some per
sons pick out an antagonist for a sympathy line; thus sym
pathy and antagonism can come to be intermingled. The audi
tor knows immediately that the individual has sometime of
fended the thing towards which he is sympathetic. This sym
pathy could have wavered; it could have gone back to further 
antagonism and back again to sympathy. In other words, the 
pre-clear swings on this curve. The feeling could be, I hate 
you, poor thing,' alternating between hating and sympathiz
ing. The individual continues to dramatize the original curve 
on this subject. 

"If the p're-clear' Days, 'I love my br'other, but I hate him,' 
the auditor asks, 'What did yo'u do to him?' 'I took his car· 

You run down the original incident to where he hit 
his br'other over the head with a flatiron. His brother felt 
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1Jery cold afterwards, and suddenly he realized he had offend
ed against life. Then he felt sympathy for his brother. Four 
hours later the brother revived, discovered the head injury, 
got a baseball bat and banged his torturer over the head. The 
J7re-clear could wear the somatic of being hit over the head 
with a bat as the cause and reason for the hatred of the bro
ther. H e wears it as a badge that he has been offended 
against. 

"At the bottom of a case is overt sympathy. Later the in
dividual defends this entity against an antagonist. H e either 
has to defend against the new antagonist or be the antagonist. 
So one has to hate, and the reason one hates is an effort to re
ject being something one does not care to be. 

(Attention is turned to the pre-clear) "How do your eyes 
feel? Did they change any?" 

"I have been paying attention to you, not my eyes." 

"How about your eyes right now?" 

"I feel my glasses need cleaning. I seem to see every speck 
of dust on the glass where it made no difference before." 

"Here is an item which all of you might want to tuck into 
1Jour notebooks: The absence of visio is the assignment of a 
tremendous amount of CAUSE to another individual. A dub
in is a picture of somebody telling a story, and that somebody 
is occluded. A dub-in case has been surrounded by persons 
who constantly evaluated situations FOR the individual. His 
next step after occlusion is pict'ures." 

"I would like to ask about a pre-clear who has been psy
choanalyzed. He runs symbolic garbage for hours on the 
second dynamic with very little fact." 

"H e is paying a penalty, as many of these cases are-self
punishment. Scan the analysis and run sympathy on doc
tors." 

"This rather explains the work of a chiropractor, doesn't 
it? He keys out the nerve block and interrupts the action of 
the facsimile. When the individual becomes restimulated be
cause of the original overt act, it keys in again. So he goes 
back to the doctor for another unblocking." 
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"Check. A chiropractor brings a person up to present time 
but doesn't necessarily help him there. The use of tactile 
communication sometimes produces very marked results. The 
danger is that tactile can 1"eadily place the pre-clear in an 
hypnotic trance." 

"But tactile is touch. How does tactile cause trance?" 

"Communication is defined as the use of those sense chan
nels with which the individual contacts the physical universe. 
Any enforced communication will cause hypnosis. That is 
'What hypnotism is: an enforced communication channel." 

"But touching a catatonic will sometimes cause his first 
moves toward .... " 

"Certainly, because he goes into communication with you. 
But constant, monotonous stroking fixates attention units to 
that sense channel. Y.our desire is to accomplish an un-fixed 
present-time attention, so should you use tactile, use it with 
~"andomness and not with a static stroke. Rather than strok
ing a man's back over and over; reach up every so often and 
hit him on the side of the head." 

(Nearing the end of the discussion, the group again directs 
interest to the pre-clear of the day.) 

"Will you be audited when you get home?" 

"Yes." 

"And will you have a copy of this tape? 

"Yes." 

"Make certain your auditor listens to it before running you. 
You are only three or four hours from taking your glasses 
off for keeps." 
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The Mail Box 

It has long been felt at the Foundation that our official 
publication should contain a department dealing with letters 
to the editor. We feel that the value of free communication 
cannot be overestimated. 

It seems appropriate to us that such a department should 
be inaugurated with this particular issue of the bulletin. This 
Lulletin certainly represents a maj or victory for Dianetics. 
It proves that a greater force than any that has hit the Found
ation to date will be required to strangle the life completely 
out of the Foundation. 

The letters that are published in this department this month 
were selected as being a typical representation of all of the 
letters received in response to the Foundation's first commu
nication regarding current conditions in Wichita. Usually 
it is a good policy in a department like this to publish the ex
pressed sentiment on both sides of a subject, but for once we 
do not have a single letter that is in disagreement with the 
actions taken by the Foundation in our recent emergency. 

The editor is looking forward to a good response from you 
so that this department can be made interesting, informative 
and constructive. * 

* Since wriUf'n permISSIOn to publish any letter received by the Foundation is alway~ 
requested. it would be appreciated by your editor if. when writing a letter you would 
like to spe in print. YOU would make a statement of permission to print. This may be 
a separate note attached. or be incorporated in the body of your letter. You may re
Quest the withholding of your name or title, although it is des irable to include at least 
the initials of your name.- Ed. 
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Mr. Don G. Purcell 

8349 Archer Avenue 
University City 14, Mo. 
March 3, 1952 

The Hubbard Dianetic Foundation, Inc. , 
211 W. Douglas Avenue, 
Wichita, Kansas. 

Dear Mr. Purcell: 

This is an unsolicited reply to your mimeographed letter 
dated February 23, 1952, regarding the bankruptcy action be
ing taken by the Foundation. 

In the past my correspondence with the Foundation has 
been almost entirely limited to your publications, along such 
lines as inquiring about delays, inquiring about pUblicationrs 
ordered but not received, inquiring about lack of Associate 
Membership card and similar quibbles. I have also submit
ted a few short articles, a couple of which were accepted for 
publication (only one, a little item of old-style technique for 
Bag 0' Tricks, was printed to date). 

This time I'd like to be a little more positive, and say that 
I'm all for you in this effort. I'm not quite sure what I can do 
for you in this direction. One thing, very small, might be to 
,cancel my expectations of the last few publications I ordered 
and your obligation to supply me with same; similarly with 
the remaining term of this year's Associate Membership. 
Then we can start over again with a clear slate on both sides. 
The other thing I intend to do is to pass on your communica
tions as to the state of the Foundation to others in our group 
here and to interested outsiders, and to keep a constructive 
attitude about it. 

One very encouraging thing is your prompt and thorough 
action followed by communication. Also encouraging is your 
intention to keep us in the field informed of developments. 
It was most discouraging for us out here away from any cen
ters during the move of the Research Foundations. Rumors 
flew and there were no facts with which to counter them. 
This information has cleared up some of the gaps which have 
never before been filled for us. 
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So far, moral support is all I can offer. My personal bud
get is such that it must be squeezed to keep up with publica
tions. 

The main object of this letter is to add another voice to the 
many who I am sure are encouraging you in the present situa
tion. I might point out that in the time between the five or 
six weeks you expect it will take to finish the legal action and 
the twenty weeks before activity can be resumed, there will 
be an excllent opportunity for Ron Hubbard to carry out his 
promise (DIANOTES 1/ 15/ 52) to process key personnel of 
the Foundation and to lay the foundation of a new Founda
tion. I wish, literally, more power to all of you! 

Mr. Don G. Purcell 

Sincerely, (signed) 
Richard G. Kerlin, Assoc. Member, 
Pres., St. Louis Dianetic Society. 

Minneapolis Dianetics, Inc., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
March 2, .1952 

Hubbard Dianetic Foundation, Inc., 
211 W. Douglas Avenue, 
Wichita 2, Kansas. 

Mr. Purcell: 

Thanks for the prompt news letter informing us of the lat
est unfortunate happenings with your corporation. Your of
ficial communication cleared up some rumors flying here. 
Let me congratulate you upon your uprightness. 

If there is anything we up here can do to help, let us know 
and we'll do it. 

Sincerely, 
Don Schuster, President. 
2449 Humboldt Ave., S. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

If you have r·ead this fa? · you have an in terest that is grati
fying to the editor·. How about putting on your theta-caps 
and dreaming up an original name f or this new department' 
of the Bulletin ? 
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Don G. Purcell 
John Wm. Maloney 
Wichita 2, Kansas. 

Dear Don and John: 

724-6th Ave., S.E. 
Rochester, Minnesota 
March 4, 1952 

Please step up to tone 4.0 in my estimation of you fellows. 
Good communication and straightforward facts are just some 
of the things that have been lacking in Dianetics and those 
working with it in the past. In too many cases, data has been 
withheld by some to create altitude of position. We are only 
going to accomplish our goal if we work together. It is the 
sincere effort you have indicated toward this end in your let
ter of February 23rd that has prompted me to drop this line; 
to you to say THANKS and offer my cooperation in any man
ner possible. 

Financial considerations: Hmmmm! Sympathy ?-N one. 
Understanding?-Full agreement. At the present time lowe 
the Foundation for ten (10) copies of the Handbook for Pre
clears less 35%. In all honesty, I have held up payment on 
this order until I heard how the situation on hand at the 
Foundation woud resolve. You see, I have paid for twelve 
copies of the Supplement and one year's sUbscription to an 
Associate Membership. I desire to make good my obligation. 
I expect to receive what I have contracted for or adjustment 
on the unfilled contract. I will appreciate your suggestions 
and comments on this. Should we get hold of our bootstraps 
and pull our tone up a little now, fellows? 

Waldo T. Boyd spent some time (Feb. 24-29) with my fam
ily and myself here at Rochester and it was only because of 
his desire and my recognition of the fine work he has done 
in the publications department that I didn't attempt to entice 
him to establish with me. There are times when we must 
set aside selfish desires for the common good of all concerned. 
I am looking for a speedy rehabilitation of the Foundation 
and Waldo back in the harness providing communication 
again. My loss is Dianetics' gain. 
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It was a very enjoyable visit with Waldo and we got the 
opportunity to visit the Minneapolis clear with whom I have 
had the opportunity of becoming acquainted since he became 
cleared. Undoubtedly, Waldo will communicate his impres
sions of the meeting to you. We who know Dr. Howes per
sonally have become aware of what this cleared state is with 
much better understanding. He is certainly a complete in
dividual in all respects and very desirable as an acquaint
ance. One of the nicest invalidations I have heard in Diane-' 
tics has been the one put to a person who has declared himself 
cleared: Quote Can you prove that you are a clear? Unquote. 
What has happened to dianetic indoctrination of such indi
viduals? Or is it all right to invalidate the pre-clear when he 
professes clear? I try to practice what I preach as nearly as 
possible. 

This communication of yours, although it was a form let
ter, has actually done more to make me feel that I am a part 
and parcel of the dianetic group than I have ever felt before 
in my working in Dianetics. I received my training under 
the private tutorship of Leo West at Chicago when the first 
shift in the Foundation occurred on essentially the same train
ing program the Foundation used. I felt I received many ad
vantages in receiving my training in this manner. I have 
continued to keep abreast of the advancements and have felt 
I have been able to do this satisfactory since I have been able 
to talk the language with understanding in my meetings with 
those receiving the latest data first hand. I have enjoyed 
talking to the members of the Minneapolis group and those 
individuals that have been tnere from Wichita. At times, I 
must admit that I have wished that I had received a certifica
tion as an HDA, but it has never interfered with my auditing. 
It is just one of those things. Possibly you see my point. Lack 
of the HDA certification will likewise not hinder my efforts 
toward the furtherance of Dianetics. 

Progress is being made in the group here at Rochester. I 
hope that it will not be too long before we will have some con
tributions to Dianetics. The material and possibilities here 
are excellent and I have refused offers elsewhere on this pre
mise. We don't intend to compete with the Mayo clinic. We, 
hope to work with them, if they will let us. 
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We have one mimeograph machine, four multigraphs, and 
one addressograph at our disposal, so you can see we are get
t ing organized for communication. 

I realize that it is a large order request, but if you have an 
available mailing list of Dianeticists and interested parties it 
would facilitate our establishing better communications. It 
would also be appreciated if you could furnish a list of field 
publications available that we might look into. 

The word Dianetics presents some difficulty at times in our 
particular position. Can you provide me with information 
on the word "Scientology" and whether this is a copyrighted 
word? I believe it might assist our efforts to be known as 
the Rochester Scientology Group. This would be more ac
ceptable to some of the other profe~sional people, who will be 
combining efforts with us. Your comments will be appre~ 
ciated. 

I am known to my friends as a writer of long letters. Be 
this good or bad, I like good communication. I shall be look~ 
ing forward to your reply; and what I might be able to do to 
assist the speedy recovery to optimum effort of the Founda
tion will be done at your request to the best of my ability. 
You can even let me know what I can expect from you, if you 
wish. 

I am in accord with all of your goals that I am aware of. 
My best wishes for your speedy success. 

Good auditing! 
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Respectfully, (signed) 
Wm. L. Burrows, 
Dianetic Consultant. 



Foundation Services 
The Foundation acts as a coordinating center for all 

Dianetic activity. It seeks to acquaint all members and all in
terested persons with the theory and technique of Dianetics. 
For those who do not wish to undergo a full Professional 
Course it arranges shorter periods of lectures and demonstra
tions. Full cooperation with all agencies or persons desiring 
to test or use the tenets of Dianetics is the basic desire of the 
Foundation. 

Processing 
A limited number of persons can be accepted for dianetic 

processing at the Foundation. Of particular interest to those 
who are able to stay near the Foundation for only a short time 
is thirty-six hours of Intensive Processing in one week. For 
conditions of admission and other particulars please communi
cate with the Foundation. 

ProFessional Course 
Professional Certification is granted only on successful 

completion of the Professional Course at the Foundation. A 
professional dianeticist is a Hubbard Dianetic Auditor and 
must comply with the regulations and ethics of his regional 
and state dianetic associations. In addition to other privileges 
and services, he receives THE DIANETIC AUDITOR'S BUL
LETIN so long as his professional standing is maintained. 
Arrangements for beginning the Professional Course may be 
made by contacting Foundation Headquarters, Wichita, Kan
sas. The fee for the Professional Course is $500.00. 

Associate Membership 
An Associate Member receives THE DIANETIC AUDI

TOR'S BULLETIN and is entitled to a question and answer 
service from the Foundation and a discount on all Foundation 
publications. No Professional Course is required of Associate 
Members. Associate Membership is open to anyone interested 
in the science of Dianetics. Membership may be applied for 
at any time. The annual fee for Associate Membership is 
$15.00. 



Cincinnati DIANfTICS 
230 W. 4th St., Cincinnati 2, Ohio 

MAin 0138, SYcamore 7702, Kirby 3692 

A licensed Hubbard Dianetic Center 
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